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In April, MSCI Japan decreased due to concerns about monetary tightening and lockdown

in China despite the weak JPY. Concerns over monetary tightening in the US intensified

when Lael Brainard, who sits on the Fed’s board of governors and is considered to be a

dove, said that the Fed was prepared to take stronger action when it comes to raising

interest rates in order to bring down inflation and it should start to reduce its balance sheet

at a rapid pace as soon as its May meeting, while comments of ECB president Cristine

Lagarde and its vice-president Luis de Guindos weighed down stock prices when they

hinted at rate hikes within this year. Long-lasting lockdown measures in China due to an

upsurge in coronavirus new cases also fueled concerns over worldwide economic

downturns. Meanwhile, the Bank of Japan (BOJ) announced fresh monetary easing

policies beyond all expectations and conducted fixed-rate purchase operations every day.

Monetary tightening abroad with monetary easing at home induced the JPY depreciation

and shored up domestic stock prices in turn.

Earnings: Earnings season for the January-March quarter seems to have set off on

the wrong foot as many companies suffered a decline in profitability due to rising

raw material prices and increased investments.

The earnings announcement season for the January-March quarter got under way. As of

28 April, approximately 28% of major listed companies (excluding financials and listed

subsidiary) listed on the TSE’s Prime Market announced their earnings results. According

to Daiwa Securities, the ratios of those whose operating income topped/ fell below the

market consensus by 3% or more among the TOPIX’s 1000 component issues were 30%

and 33% respectively. The ratio of companies that haven’t released their guidance for the

FY2022 was 25% while ratios of those whose guidance topped/ fell below the consensus

by 5% or more were 10% and 39% respectively, suggesting many of them are more

conservative than the consensus. Generally speaking, the earnings results don’t look so

strong. Many companies couldn’t top the market consensus because sales declined in

China and rising raw material prices and increased investments weighed on their

profitability. That said, their guidance for the FY2022 appears generally conservative given

most of their exchange rate assumptions are set at a more conservatively. Let me give you

some comments on major investment destinations below.

Positives

Alps Alpine: The electric appliance maker beat the market consensus not only for sales

and operating profit (OP) but also for OP guidance for the FY2022. With regard to the

company’s autofocus actuators for smartphone lenses, a seasonal decline in demand of

those for Apple iPhones was smaller than usual. Investors also welcomed an

announcement on its share buyback program.
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Fujitsu: The electronics maker missed the market consensus for sales but beat the ones for
OP excluding extraordinary items and OP guidance for the FY2022. The company benefited
from aggressive investments in IT by financial institutions and is also fairly bullish about this
FY. While it remains uncertain whether it can achieve its guidance or not, investors took it as a
sign of strong willingness of its management team to improve its earnings. They also
appreciated an announcement on its share buyback program.

Negatives

Nidec: The electronic component maker beat the market consensus for sales but missed the

one for OP while its OP guidance for the FY2022 was in line with the consensus. Its clients

were forced to stop production when China imposed lockdowns in late March while raw

material prices that cannot be passed on to its clients such as magnetic steel sheet ones rose

to a certain extent, weighing on its OP.

ZOZO: The online apparel retailer missed the market consensus not only for sales and OP but

OP guidance for the FY2022 as well. While its financial results fell below the consensus only by

a small margin, investors were discouraged at its OP guidance for the FY2022 which

suggested a decline in profitability. While the retailer is expected to enjoy a growth in gross

merchandise value (GMV) thanks to its aggressive investments in advertising, an increase in

advertising and promotion costs, investments in logistics as well as recruitment of IT engineers

are likely to squeeze its profit margin.

Monetary policies:

Bank of Japan (BOJ) made a dovish decision to conduct fixed-rate purchase programs

of 10-year JGBs every day.

The BOJ made clear at the monetary policy meeting in April that it would make the auction

announcement for fixed-rate purchase operations of 10-year Japanese government bonds

(JGBs) at 0.25 percent on every business day in principle. BOJ governor Haruhiko Kuroda said

during a press conference that the bank’s aim was to sweep away speculation about its

monetary policy change that were promoted by discretion of fixed-rate operations by the BOJ.

With regard to exchange rates, he reiterated his idea that a weak yen was positive for the

economy without providing any fresh comments, while showing his consideration for its

negative impacts by adding that it’s also true that excessive currency volatility would produce

greater uncertainty for companies. We felt his resolve to persistently maintain monetary easing

policies through this press conference.

Stock markets seem to have benefited from the bank’s statement as accommodative monetary

policies should boost not only stock valuations but also earnings estimates of domestic

companies through the weak yen. The bank tried to sweep away speculations among market

participants that the bank would remove accommodative languages in its guidance for the latter

half of 2022 or expand the interest rate range of 10-year JGBs through the latest statement. I

will summarise Kuroda’s main comments below.

Background of Statement on Fixed-Rate Purchase Operations for Consecutive Days

The bank wanted to shun situations where discretion of fixed-rate operations by the bank

promotes speculation when long-term interest rates approach 0.25%.

The financial markets sometimes moved unexpectedly with speculation in spite of its statement

that it would maintain 10-year interest rates at around 0%. So, we tried to dissuade market

participants from speculating by clearly specifying that it is ready to conduct fixed-rate

operations even every day if necessary.
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Comments on exchange rates

We want exchange rates to reflect financial economic fundamentals and stay stable.

Excessive currency volatility could harm economic activities and corporate business plans

in turn. The bank will keep a close watch on the impact of exchange rate movements on the

economic/ price trends.

We maintain our view that a weak yen is positive for the economy but should take notice

that excessive currency volatility could harm economic activities.

I basically share my view with the finance minister and admit that high volatility of exchange

rates seen recently could be harmful to economic activities.

Cooperation with the government

Both the bank and the government share the view that recent price increases were

prompted by global factors. The first priority for us to do under these situations is to shore

up economic activities while the government is trying to prop up the economy and protect

households and companies from higher inflation including rising energy prices. So, I think

we are complementing each other without any inconsistency.

Investment Strategy

We expect that the Japanese equity market will advance in the short term on the back of

the accommodative monetary policies, earnings growth and undemanding valuations. Over

the long term, more open policies to overseas funds including the improvement in corporate

governance as well as policies to boost the immigration intake are likely to support the

market. We identify external factors, such as the outbreak of financial crises and another

global recession, as major risks. Taking these into consideration, we will overweight the

automobile sector on the hope for automobile production recovery.

Notes: Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other

non-historical matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators

and expectations. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are

made, and the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking

statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may

cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the statements. The Company

and/or its affiliates may or may not have a position in any financial instrument mentioned and

may or may not be actively trading in any such securities.

The organisations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The

content of this material should not be construed as a recommendation for their purchase or sale.

Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only.
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